We present a nonlinear analytical model of the Alfv6n current tubes continuing the currents through Io (or rather its ionosphere) generated by the unipolar inductor effect due to Io's motion relative to the magnetospheric plasma. We thereby extend the linear work by Drell et al. (1965) 
INTRODUCTION
The recent observations of strong electric currents associated with the Jovian satellite Io by the magnetometer experiment onboard of Voyager I have confirmed the theoretical prediction of a system of currents set up by the electric field due to Io's motion relative to the corotating magnetospheric plasma first proposed by Piddington [1967] ; see also Piddington and Drake [1968] . In the picture used in most models the current system consists of field-aligned currents toward the inner face of Io as seen from Jupiter, currents through Io's interior and/or ionosphere, field-aligned currents away from Io's outer face toward the Jovian ionosphere, and final closure currents in the northern and southern Jovian dynamo region [Goldreich and Lynden-Bell, 1969; Gurnett, 1972 
where j is the cun cnt density, x the position vector and xo the location of the dipole in the plane perpendicular to j with area elements dS. It is clear from (1) that determination of the total current requires further modeling, since it is m which directly follows from the observations if we accept the assumption that Voyager I has observed the far or at most intermediate range magnetic perturbation field of a current distribution described by a bundle of currents limited in crosssectional area. Increasing the average distance between the antiparallel parts of the current distribution implies decreasCopyright ¸ 1980 by the American Geophysical Union.
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ing the total currents to be consistent with the determination of m. However, in spite of this model dependence it is difficult to escape the conclusion that the magnetic field in the vicinity of Io is strongly perturbed by the presence of the satellite associated current system. Also we wish to point out that the observations do not rule out the possibility of internal magnetic fields influencing the current system in the vicinity of Io [Neubauer, 1978; Kivelson et al., 1979 ]. In the model using field-aligned currents outside of Io the plasma inertia is neglected. Physically, the short-circuiting of the corotational electric fields by the conductance associated with Io or its ionosphere leads to electric field variations which imply velocity variations and therefore acceleration or deceleration of the plasma. These acceleration terms must be balanced by j x B forces. Consequently, the perpendicular component of the currents increases in relative importance as the mass density increases. The unipolar inductor model including plasma inertia has been treated theoretically by Drell et al. [1965] in the simple approximation of linear perturbations only. It has been shown by these authors that the current is not field aligned and is associated with Affv6n waves--called AIfv6n 'wings'--standing in the satellite frame of reference. The significance of these inertial effects can be expressed by the
with Uo the relative speed between Io and the magnetospheric flow and V• the Affv•n speed. Figure I sketches Figure 2 shows a schematic sketch of the interaction geometry. We also take into account a deviation 0 of the speed Vo from being perpendicular to the magnetic field Bo as indicated in Figure 3 . We assume sub-Alfv6nic flow, i.e., MA < 1. Consequently, no bow shock can form. Because of Io's volcanic activity, a highly dynamical thin neutral atmosphere and ionosphere are expected which probably form a tail downstream, similar to the basic idea of Cloutier et al. [ 1978] . Because MA < 1, fast MHD disturbances can propagate in all directions, whereas the propagation of Alfv•nic and slow MHD disturbances is restricted by the geometry of their characteristics. 
The dependence of j on x and y only implies that j:. z,and ji have divergence zero separately. Therefore the current field ji forms closed loops in the x, y plane. These currents can geometrically connect to Io only in its vicinity. On the other hand, the currents j: ß z, then constitute the currents feeding the complex three-dimensional current system in Io's immediate vicinity. A general solution of the type discussed here can be constructed in the following way: Specification of jz (x, y), using Figure 6 . A net change in mass density due to the latter effects will also change the Alfv6n tube as schematically indicated in Figure 6 . We close the discussion with these remarks which already point to some of the interesting questions to be treated in physical models of Io's immediate vicinity. Amalthea we have simply assumed ne --20 cm -3. We assume an average ion mass per electron of 9 proton masses mp, which corresponds to the upper limit torus composition of Broadfoot et at. [1979] . Although this assumption is not consistent with the Bridge et aL [1979] densities which were derived assuming protons as the dominant species both the observational uncer- •-Intermediate between long and short dimensions.
•B. ,4. Smith et al. [1979] .
4. A complex system of Alfv6n current tubes is set up in this way which depends strongly on the plasma and magnetic field distribution and particularly also on reflecting boundaries like the Io-torus boundary and the Jovian ionosphere. The interaction between Io and the torus boundary or Jovian ionosphere occurs only if the round trip travel time of the A1-fv6n wave to the reflecting boundary and back is short enough for the returning wave to reach Io.
5. The Alfv•n wave system may produce enhanced radiation belt particle diffusion in the Io-torus and plasma heating.
The interaction between Io and the Jovian ionosphere
is strongest under conditions where the northern or southern magnetic pole of Jupiter's dipole tips toward Io with a strong preference for the northern emissions. This effect together with the beaming of the emissions is proposed to explain the maximum occurrence rate of decametric radio emissions around maximum northern latitudes.
